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ROBLOX's first virtual item was the "Builders Club," which was launched in 2006 and was free to all users. It grants users certain privileges that
allow them to create and publish places easily on ROBLOX. The Builders Club is currently $9.99 a month; however, it used to be $6.25 a month
until 2014, when it was increased to its current price. The Builder's club has since been discontinued for Xbox One and PS4 users as of December

2018 due to converting the Builder's Club into a Builders Pass which costs $9.99 a month instead of $6.25 a month.

ROBLOX first came out in September 2006 when released the first version of their game Roblox Studio (similar to Scratch). This was the original
creator of ROBLOX and was developed by Jason "Akile" Akilecz (JAMASOF) from October 19 to November 5. This is the first fully 3D

program for ROBLOX. The original name was "Roblox", but it was changed due to a copyright lawsuit. The name was changed to "FunRoblox",
and in 2008 the "Fun" part was dropped to make it simply Roblox.

Lately, many of the people I know have been playing roblox games. There are a few different types of games you can play on roblox; however,
the most popular type of game is called Robloxian Life (RL). In RL, you can create your own avatar with different types of clothing and hair to

customize it. You then pick a place for your person to live and earn money to buy more food and other items.

On July 31st, 2019 ROBLOX released another version update for Studio 2.1 (known as "Studio 2.1.1") which fixed a lot of major glitches and
bugs that were present in previous versions of Studio and also included a better way for players to customize their own physics settings.

On February 2nd, 2019, an announcement was made by ROBLOX as they were planning on allowing users to purchase 'Clips' which are in-game
blocks and scenarios that can be used in their games.[108] These Clips would later become part of their new launch system that will be called

Studio and released at a later date.
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